


The Ultimate Habits: 

Welcome to The Ultimate Habits our training on how to Become Unstoppable: this 
brain-training will take you from where you are now to become the person who 
creates an extra ordinary life and lives your dreams with grace ease and joy. 

Let me introduce myself I am Joey Martina and I have been coaching businessmen and 
millionaires to go to the next level. I work with my father Dr. Roy Martina, a world-
renowned coach and medical doctor and his wife Dr. Joy Martina, a bestselling author 
and Rapid Change Coach among other things too many to mention. Together we form the 
Ultimate Results Coaching team. We combined our forces to create the ultimate program 
which in it’s full essence would be the gladiator’s mind, part one of which is to master the 
12 Ultimate habits. When you master an ultimate habit you will see exponential increase 
in that area of your life. WE do not care for small improvement when want total 
transformation. You don’t just want to survive, you want to thrive!  

In the Spirit of Being Unstoppable let’s go right into it.  
I will be presenting most of the Program to you each month.  
Let me tell you a little bit about how this program works. Lets start with what it means to 
be unstoppable: 

“Being unstoppable is the genuine certainty that everything you are doing is moving you 
closer to your goals and very likely far beyond them.”  

Stop and think for a moment: what would happen if you were undeterred on the path 
towards your ultimate life and each and every movement down to the very breaths that 
you are taking moving you closer and closer to your goals. Imagine living life knowing 
that even when you go to sleep that is getting you closer towards everything you ever 
wanted. TO be able to experience that fear, challenges, and obstacles stand in your way to 
make you stronger. Imagine being able to make each chance and opportunity count, 
miraculously being at the right place at the right time to meet exactly who you needed to 
meet exactly when you needed to meet them. You can be that person, you can live that 
life, when you follow the system, when you use the ultimate habits.  

What do you think would happen?  

What would you be able to achieve?  
Later on I will invite you to write down what that life will be like. 

Part of my job is to help you be the person who lives your ultimate dream, not in the 
future, but NOW. The person whom is unshakeably certain of himself is developed by 
practicing habits that bring certain results. Results that are taking your closer to your 



destination. When you become a true master, any and all results are bring you closer to 
your result, this is what it means to be unstoppable, the is the goals of the Ultimate habits.  
What kind of qualities do you imagine someone who is unstoppable having?  
Later I will invite you to write down the resources and beliefs this person must have and 
how it must feel to be so certain of yourself. Be sure to get a journal and print out the 
homework section in this program. Do it once, twice, three times, as many as you like.  

To reach this level of certainty you must become aware of the habits and routines that 
currently are running your life and replace the dysfunctional habits with new habits and 
routines that are proven to get you the results you desire. Simple. Some would say “easier 
said than done” at this point, but if you have the right tools, anything can be easy. My job 
is to give you the right tools and guide you until you are where you need to be to create 
the extraordinary life I know you have the potential to live. 

There are technically 4 parts to this training. The first part is the audio training, this is the 
part where you listen to me share information about Being Unstoppable each week and 
learn new tools to transform your habits and your life. The second part is a written 
portion; there will be questions and activities for you to do each week of the program. 
The third part is what we refer to as the brain training section. During the course you will 
learn how to create and install new habits that empower you towards your goals, the brain 
training will make it easier for you to make these habits automatic and completely a part 
of your new transformed life. The fourth and final part is YOU. I am asking you to bring 
everything you have got to this program, everything you are, and go all in. I am asking 
you to open yourself up to new ideas and thinking differently about the relationship you 
have with success and your daily habits. I am asking you to become the person you have 
to be to live an extra ordinary and satisfying life. The key word in that sentence stated 
before being: “live.” Only by living the information we share with you in this program 
will it make a difference. Thinking about it is fun, talking about it is nice, but nothing will 
change unless you find a way to live each of the teaching in your life. 

Every month you will receive an audio about a new system of habits that you will focus 
on integrating into your life. That is this audio you are listening to, because this is the 
first it will be the longest, the other ones will build on this one and will be shorter. 
Along with each habit you will receive a brain training audio and written work that will 
help you to focus on using the habits in your daily life and allow the habits to become 
routines that you can perform automatically.  As you learn to use the habits more in your 
life, you can instantly reap the benefits, and that success will drive you to use the habit 
even more, which will bring you even more success, which will make you even more 
passionate about using the habit, which will bring you ridiculous amounts of success 
and… I think you see where I’m going with this. It is what is called in brain-training 
positive reinforcement by success. You will learn to associate incredible amount of 
pleasure with the life you want to create, the success that you will consistently achieve, 
and the certainty that you are on the path towards everything you have ever dreamed. 



Even things you may think now are completely unreachable will become pebbles on the 
path to your ultimate goal. With each month it will become normal for you to imagine 
what you truly want because what you can imagine you can create. Using your 
imagination is what creates a neurological pathway in your brain that is the beginning of 
forming a habit. Neuro science has proven that you need at least 21 days to create a new 
habit and truly experience the effect of that change on your life. To make the habit 
powerful, and completely automatic it takes around 100 days. So, the first thing to put in 
your journal is your day count, every day mark down how many days you have utilized 
your new habit and when you reach 21 in a row celebrate the transformation you have 
made. You will be so satisfied with your success to continue on through to the 100 days 
and truly solidify your ultimate habit will be a “no-brainer.” 

In the same way that negative or dysfunction habits can hold you back from your goals 
and sometimes even move you farther away on a consistent basis, using habits that make 
you unstoppable, ultimate habits, that push you forward, that keep you focused, that are 
as simple as asking yourself more questions during the day, will bring you towards your 
goals and continue to bring you further.  There is a force that can keep you stuck and a 
force that can move you forward. The choice is yours. 

I will now talk about the 4 things that you must do to get the most out of this program. 
Step 1. Is conscious learning: 
First would be to fully learn and study the content, listen to the audio at least 3 times so 
your conscious mind totally grasps the concepts.  Science shows that we need to hear 
something at least 3 times for us to totally grasps it, what you will discover is that each 
time you will notice something you did not hear before. 
You can listen in the car or while exercising or while relaxing. Make an effort to listen at 
least 3 times, this how you can make a conscious effort in the training of your brain. 

Second would be to make a habit out of sharing anything you learn that has a big impact 
on you. Any ideas that really shift your perspective or show you the world in a new light, 
be sure to share those with the people who you care about within the first 24 hours of 
learning that info. Science shows that when we share or teach something we grasp it even 
better. So talk about these concepts with anyone who wants to listen. 

The third part you must do is to listen to the brain training audio on a daily basis, the best 
time is early in the morning just after waking up and when you go to sleep. You must 
listen at least once a day, you can also listen while you work on the computer. This part 
you do not need to listen consciously, some people get incredible results when they listen 
during their sleep and are totally unconscious of the content, this part is what your 
subconscious mind (the part of your brain that forms habits) picks up. 
And the final recommendation I have for you is to really live the content. Just 
understanding how it works and why it works will do nothing for you. Do the exercises 
and homework you have and experience the habits that make you unstoppable. So many 



people are content and satisfied with just understanding when nothing will change unless 
you live this program in your life and fully experience the habits for yourself.  

Perception is Reality to the Perceiver: 
Whenever you are trying to change your life — for example, increase your income, find a 
more fulfilling career, attract the man or woman of your dreams, improve your health, 
lose weight, and so on — what you’re really trying to do is create a new reality for 
yourself. So let’s illustrate that by saying that what you really want is to go from your 
current reality to a new reality.  

Perception is Reality to the Perceiver. This one statement can be completely life changing 
if used in the right way. It means that to some people it may seem super easy to lose 10 
pounds but nearly impossible to increase their income an extra 10,000 dollars a month, 
while for others it may be the exact opposite. Losing 10 pounds could seem ridiculous 
while making an extra 10,000 dollars a month could be done with the click of a button. 

Right now, you are living in what is called your Perceived Reality. In your Perceived 
Reality, you have what you have, you know what you know, you do what you do, and 
you are who you are. At the same time you don’t have what you don’t have, you don’t do 
what you won’t do, and you are not who you are not. This is your present Perceived 
Reality — and to you, that perception IS reality. There is nothing else. It is your own little 
universe. When we start to identify with our personality we have forgotten that we were 
someone else before we developed that habit, so why would we be unable to be someone 
else by simply developing a new habit? From this reality you project yourself into a 
future, this future could be what you want and pleasurable or it could be what you don’t 
want and painful, it’s all up to how you choose to perceive it.  

What you want is to be “someplace or someone else.” You want to change something 
about your life (get a new result).  
For example: you want to change your weight, your finances, your health, your 
relationships, your identity, your level of fame, your sphere of influence, the amount of 
money in your bank account, your lifestyle, or any number of other things.  
That “someplace else” is what is called your Chosen Reality. That is the reality you want 
to go to and the “new reality” you want to experience. If you really had a choice, you’d 
be there already. 

Between your Perceived Reality and your Chosen Reality lies what is called The Gap: 
the space between where you perceive that you are right now and what you believe it will 
take to arrive “someplace else.” 
That’s right, that gap, that space in between where you are and where you want to be is 
made of belief and belief alone. Meaning the only thing you need to do now is honestly 
believe that you can achieve what you crave to achieve. 



How big is your Belief Gap?  

That depends on a number of things like: how long you’ve been in your current Perceived 
Reality; how hard you believe it will be to get to your Chosen Reality; how many of your 
friends tell you “it’s impossible” when you tell them your dreams; and so on.  

Until you cross your individual Belief Gap for each result, outcome, or experience you 
want, it will be very difficult for you to make the leap to reach the new life and create the 
new reality you desire. In order to eliminate this gap you have to own the resources that 
you believe you will have in the future, now, the qualities and beliefs that will make you 
successful. That is what this training is all about, for you to start owning these resources 
and beliefs, step by step until they are part of your Identity and wired into your brain. We 
will also activate through this process your success gene, the part in your DNA that 
connects the feeling of joy, rush, bliss, excitement and fulfillment with achievement. This 
we will explain in a later lesson. 

Unstoppable Habit #1: Master Your Inner 
Dialogue 

How do you cross that belief gap? I know you want to know because now we are entering 
the part that will be transformational for you, are you ready? Are you paying full 
attention? So listen and integrate this in your mind… How do you cross the belief gap? 
By making use of our first unstoppable habit: Mastering your inner dialogue. The 
problem with the belief gap only is a problem because of how large people imagine that 
gap to be. Did you hear what I said there, “imagine?” Perception is the reality of the 
perceiver; that means that the perceived gap is only there because you believe it is there, 
and the desired outcome seems to be so far away only because you believe it is far away. 
Your unconscious mind has created this perception of reality and has reinforced it to the 
point that it seems real. It is the same thing that happens during hypnosis, when someone 
is open to believe the mind plays tricks on them, the perception becomes real.  

Anyone who has ever done any kind of personal development should know about the tool 
known as Positive Affirmations. An affirmation is some phrase you repeat to yourself 
until you belief it to be true. If you say repeatedly: I am stupid, then that becomes your 
reality, you will feel stupid and start to act stupid. If you repeat long enough to yourself 
that stopping with smoking is difficult, it will be difficult. Those are negative 
affirmations. The opposite is also true, if you keep repeating to yourself I am a smart 
businessman, then that becomes your reality as well. 



I love Affirmations, the challenge with affirmations when referring to the belief gap is 
that affirmations don’t seem to work unless you genuinely believe what you are saying. 
When you don’t believe those positive statements you are saying to yourself it just feels 
like you are telling yourself lies. Why do affirmations work for some people, but don’t 
work for others? Affirmations have to do with the statements we say to ourselves as we 
go through the day. The goal is to replace all the negative statements with positive ones, 
and for some people it worked incredibly well, while for others it just frustrated them 
more. There is a part missing in the affirmations, actually not just part, but half of the 
equation.  

You can change as many statements as you want, but it won’t make a difference if you 
keep on asking yourself disempowering questions. Most people are going through life 
asking mostly disempowering questions without realizing it, then wondering why they’re 
not getting the results they dream of. They have developed the unconscious habit of 
asking disempowering questions, which leads to disempowering thoughts, which leads to 
disempowering actions, which lead to just plain terrible results. The questions you ask 
forces the brains to look for answers. Lets look at the first example of affirmations we 
were talking about in relation to questions and the belief gap. Lets say you affirm to 
yourself “ I am stupid” but you don’t really believe it. The reason this affirmation will 
work if you continue to repeat it is the question you ask after that statement. “Am I really 
stupid?” or “Why am I stupid?” or “How am I stupid?” To take the time, energy, and 
effort to answer any of these questions would definitely take away your power.  

What exactly are disempowering questions? They are exactly how they sound: questions 
that take away your power by focusing you on what you can’t do, what you don’t have, 
and who you are not. Questions like: Why am I so broke? Why am I so dumb? Why 
doesn’t anyone love me? How come I never have enough money? Why am I so fat? Why 
can’t I lose weight? These are examples of disempowering questions, because they cause 
you to believe that you can’t do the things you want to do in life. They force your mind to 
find disempowering answers. Your mind acts like Google, you ask it a question and it will 
find “an answer,” not “the answer”. 

Again, this is not something we do intentionally, it is mostly happening on a 
subconscious level, we ask ourselves and we don’t even realize we are doing it.  



Disempowering Questions 
Now what I would like you to do is pause this audio and take some time to write down 
the 5 most disempowering questions that you ask yourself. These questions could have 
come from someone in your past or just from you, it doesn’t matter. Just take a moment 
to relax take a deep breath, grab your journal, and write whatever disempowering 
questions come to mind. No need to hold back, if you find more than 5 keep writing them 
down, first step to making a change is always becoming aware of what we would like to 
make different. 

Exercise: 

Write down the 5 most disempowering questions that you ask yourself on a daily 
basis.  

Empowering Questions: 
Now that you’ve identified the disempowering questions you’ve been unconsciously 
asking, you’re probably asking another question right now: “Okay, if those are the 
disempowering questions I’ve been asking, what are empowering questions — and how 
can I start asking those questions instead of the disempowering ones?” Empowering 
questions are questions that have exactly the opposite effect of disempowering questions. 

While disempowering questions focus your mind on what you don’t have, can’t do, and 
are not, and therefore take away your power to act, empowering questions focus your 
mind what you have, what you can do, and who you are. In short, empowering questions 
unleash your ability to take ACTION and to express Who You Really Are. 

I would like you to change all your disempowering questions into empowering questions. 
How do we do this? Simply reverse the negative question into a positive! For example, 
let’s say one of the disempowering questions you wrote was, “How come I never get the 
breaks other people get?” Your empowering question might be: “Why am I so lucky?” 

Or if your disempowering question was: “Why am I so fat?” your empowering question 
could be: “Why is it so easy for me to lose weight?” 

Got it? To turn your disempowering questions into empowering ones, simply write the 
OPPOSITE of the disempowering questions you just wrote. All right, grab your pen and 
get ready to experience Mastering Your Inner Dialogue. 

Exercise:  

Change your 5 most disempowering questions into 5 new empowering questions. 



Using Power Questions to Transform Habits: 
Okay great job. It is now your responsibility to use these empowering questions as much 
as you can, to shift your thinking to what is possible for you. The next step is for us to use 
this new tool to change the habits we already have. If you want to form a new habit to 
replace your old one the first step you will always have to do is interrupt the pattern. You 
have to understand that every habit is a continuous cycle that keeps on sustaining itself 
until someone stops it. We can use our new Mastery of Inner Dialogue to interrupt the 
pattern.  

An empowering question will interrupt any pattern because it refocuses your mind on 
what you want. An empowering question MUST be stated in a way that what you want is 
already true. Why? Because this utilizes your minds automatic search functions to your 
advantage. When I ask you the question: “why are leaves green?” Your mind instantly 
starts searching for possible reason to explain why leaves are green and never stopped to 
think if leaves are green at all. In this question it is assumed that leaves are green and no 
more attention is given to the idea. So when you ask yourself disempowering questions 
the same thing happens, you find answers. Sometime the answers themselves barely 
make sense but still it is enough to just make sense. For example when you ask yourself: 
Why do I ever win? Your mind will be more than happy to search through all your 
memory files and present as many cases as possible to prove you right. And when it can’t 
find anything relevant enough it can just make up an answer like: Because that’s just who 
you are, or that’s just the way the world works.  

When you ask empowering questions when your desire is assumed to be true your mind 
will shift towards figuring out as many ways as it can be true.  

Mastering your Inner Dialogue consists of 4 main steps: 

Step 1: Identify exactly what you want and write it down. In the form of an ultimate goal 
and what habits you can change to do that.  

Example:  

Ultimate Goal: Better Health and Less Stress 

Habit Switch: I want to quit smoking and meditate more. 

Step 2: Form what you want into a question that assumes that what you want is already 
so. 

These questions may seem unfamiliar (even downright crazy!) to you right now. But what 
if, just for a moment, you let yourself accept those questions as being true for you? 
Wouldn’t you have a life that’s different from the average person’s life, a life that’s 



different from the one you have now? 

Step 3: Be with the Question 

This may seem strange, but the purpose is not for you to actually answer the questions. 
The goal is for you to use your mind differently by focusing on what you have instead of 
what you lack or don’t have. 

You can be with the question by using the 4 ways of communication that we have created 
for ourselves: 

1. Read the question 

2. Write the question 

3. Speak the question 

4. Listen to the question 

Step 4: Take New Actions Based on Your New Assumption about Life 

Right now, you are making hundreds, perhaps thousands of unconscious assumptions 
about life and your relationship to it. These assumptions form the basis of how you go 
through life — positively or negatively, confidently or hesitantly, from love or from fear. 
However, the problem is that we usually don’t recognize our own unconscious 
assumptions. 

Top 10 Empowering Questions for the Month: 

Why am I so rich?  

Why am I so happy?  

Why am I enough?  

Why am I good enough?  

Why do I have what it takes to succeed?  

Why do I have the courage to do what I love?  

Why does opportunity come to me so easily now?  

Why do I enjoy so much success?  



Why do I have more than enough money in my business?  

Why does having what I want help others get what they want?  

Homework for week 1 

1. Listen to the audio at least 3 times so your conscious mind totally grasps the 
concepts. 

2. Write down and print out the 4 things that you must do to get the most out of this 
program. 

3. Find at least 5 more disempowering questions, write them down and transform 
them into empowering questions. (Use the 4 Steps of Mastering Your Inner 
Dialogue as well as your memory to find disempowering questions.) 

4. Practice using at least 5 new empowering questions everyday 

Bring your journal with you and write down disempowering and empowering 
questions you encounter during the day to further integrate it as a habit.  

Top 10 Empowering Questions for the Month: 

Why am I so rich?  

Why am I so happy?  

Why am I enough?  

Why am I good enough?  

Why do I have what it takes to succeed?  

Why do I have the courage to do what I love?  

Why does opportunity come to me so easily now?  

Why do I enjoy so much success?  

Why do I have more than enough money in my business?  

Why does having what I want help others get what they want?  



Why To versus Why Not To: Week 2 
At the most basic level the determining factor between those who are successful and 
those who are unsuccessful is that those who are unsuccessful stop, they give up, and 
they quit. It doesn’t matter if it was for a week or for years, every single time you stop 
you have to spend even more energy to re-start. Stopping refers to anytime when you stop 
moving in the direction of your goals and start moving in another direction. This could be 
because you decided to give up or quit, but more often then not it is because people seem 
to distract themselves from their goals with dysfunctional habits. When you distract 
yourself you feel busy, but the fact of the matter is that you are not producing any results 
that are bringing you closer to where you want to be.  

It is not like you do it on purpose. I doubt there are very many people who wake up in the 
morning and say: “Hey, I can wait to move farther from my goals today!” Of course not, 
everyone consciously wants to move forward, but we all have lots of subconscious 
reasons to keep things just the way things are.  

What if I fail?  
What if I get rejected? 
What if I embarrass myself? 
What if I’m not strong enough, smart enough, good enough?  
What if I succeed and nobody likes me? 
What if when I succeed I won’t have anytime to enjoy life anymore? 
What if I don’t like it? 
What if it’s too hard? 

It is a lot to swallow, I know, so instead of worrying about it, lets just dive deeper into it.  
So your subconscious mind is a place of NO CHOICE, right? But all those unintentional 
actions, thoughts, and habits had to come from somewhere.  

There must be some kind of reason why you have the habits you have instead of habits 
that would let you live a totally different life. Yes, you did in a way choose those habits 
for a reason, but you kept your habits simply because it got the job done. That is the way 
your subconscious works. It’s main purpose is your survival which means the fulfillment 
of all your needs. Your mind is indifferent when it comes to the full consequences of your 
actions as long as it fulfills the need you have in the current moment (your trigger). So 
any collateral damage that it costs to get you what it believes you want will always be 
worth it to your subconscious. Your brain is also very efficient in the sense that once it 
finds a way to fulfill a need, it will continue to do it until it forms into an automatic habit. 
As a defense mechanism it is supposed to be consciously difficult for you to change your 
habits, you know how the saying goes, “If it ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” 



During our life we learn to develop positive excuses and negative excuses. Positive 
excuses are simply reasons you create why to do something and negative excuses are 
reasons you create why NOT to do something. For every choice you make there is a scale 
in your mind weighing the positive excuses vs. the negative excuses and that is how we 
have made every single decision in our lives to date. It’s how we decide what to wear, 
what to eat, what to say, what to think, what to feel, and so much more. Every single 
person will come up with different positive and negative excuses for their own behaviors 
because each and every one of us perceives the world in a different way. Both positive 
and negative excuses are a matter of perspective. One person could see the pain of getting 
a tattoo as an excuse not to do it, while another can see that pain as a rush or a challenge 
and therefore an extra excuse why to do it. Whose right? Both are, perception is reality to 
the perceiver. At the end of the day, good or bad, right or wrong, correct or incorrect, 
pleasant or unpleasant, the choice is up to you and how you choose to perceive it.  

Human behavior is made up of your internal reasons why to do something and why not 
to. The reason you are not successful at this very moment is because you have more 
subconscious reasons why not to be successful than you have conscious reasons to 
become successful. It is that simple, all you need to do is tip the balance of the scale in 
your favor by eliminating your reasons why not to be successful and creating even more 
powerful reasons why to become successful.  

However, most success gurus will tell you to solve your “why to” problem with a “how 
to” solution. They teach you how to be successful, for example by being clear about what 
you want, taking necessary actions towards that goal, Evaluating your progress, and then 
adjusting your strategy based on your results. This is a basic foundational “how to” 
strategy for success. It seems like nearly everybody knows how to be successful, but no 
one actually becomes successful because they don’t realize they have lots of 
subconscious reasons not to be successful. They keep on trying to tweak the how to, “If I 
just try a little harder, work a little more, focus a bit more, I’m sure I can make it work” 
and expect different results. Your conscious mind’s will to do something; your will power 
is only about 10% of your mind’s full operating force, which will always lose to the other 
subconscious 90%. By understanding this you can focus on getting the other 90% to work 
for you by having a powerful enough “why to” that it doesn’t matter what challenge or 
obstacle stands in your way. I could ask you to just from one sky scraper to another, and 
you would look at me like I am crazy. But if I ask you to jump from the same sky scraper 
to the other because there is a baby on the other side and the building is burning you 
might think a little differently. What if it was your baby? What if it was 1 million dollars? 
Everyone will have a different powerful reason why to do something.  



Dysfunctional Habits Versus The Ultimate Habits: 
Understanding the difference between dysfunctional habits and The Ultimate habits will 
be the main topic for this week. Before we can even begin working on installing all the 
crazy cool habits that are going to get you to your Chosen Reality, the first step is to stop 
all the habits you have already that are moving you away from your Chosen Reality. This 
is how we would define dysfunctional habits, habits that move you farther way from your 
goals, dreams, desires, and chosen reality.  

The Ultimate Habits are just the opposite. Habits that consistently and continuously keep 
you moving towards your goals, dreams, desires, and chosen reality. Going back to the 
original description of Being Unstoppable: “Being unstoppable is the genuine certainty 
that everything you are doing is moving you closer to your goals and very likely far 
beyond them.” Once you utilize enough of The Ultimate habits in your life you will reach 
any goal that you can imagine.  

Stopping Versus Stop Stopping: 
The bottom line of those who are successful and those who are not is drawn not by what 
they chose to do or how they chose to act; actually it has to do with which things they 
chose to stop doing and which things they choose to stop themselves from stopping. If 
you stop moving forward you will not reach your destination, but if you teach yourself 
how to stop yourself from stopping moving forward, you would become unstoppable. 
Everyone will be faced with a position sometime along their journey where they will feel 
like they want to quit, they want to give up, stop trying and say they’ve done “their best.” 
The difference is in those who chose to stop stopping. When you learn to stop stopping 
the Ultimate habits that are moving you forward you will be one step closer to each of 
your goals. 

Ask Yourself which Dysfunctional Habits you would be better off stopping and which 
habits you need to stop stopping so you can keep moving towards your Chosen Reality.  

Homework Week 2: 
Stopping Versus Stop Stopping: 
Find habits you want to stop and habits you want would like to stop stopping. Make 
two lists in your journal or on your computer, one for those you would like to stop 
and the other for those you would like to stop stopping. 

Identify your top 5 most dysfunctional habits 

Identify your top ultimate habits in your life (that you are already doing) 



Identify your top 5 ultimate habits (that you don’t have installed yet) 

Continue to practice using at least 5 empowering questions every day and transform 
any disempowering questions that you come across.  

The Habit Cycle: Week 3 
To understand the true influence and power of your habits and what it really takes to 
become Unstoppable, it helps to first understand how your habits come to be. There is a 
cycle that you go through every time you create a new habit or enforce an existing one. 
The cycle will always start with the step that we call “the Trigger,” normally this is a way 
you don’t like feeling or something you wish to move away from, it can be a thought, a 
feeling, a sound, a smell, anything you can experience. Defining the trigger that will 
move you into action without the need to think is the first step in creating a new habit. 
The actions that you do without thinking are referred to as your “routine.” Your routine 
could be anything from smoking a cigarette to biting your fingernails and is meant to 
bring you to the final step in any habit, which is “the reward.” Doesn’t matter how bad 
the habit seems to you there is always some kind of reward that you gain from 
performing that habit on a daily basis.   

It is important to understand that all your habits at this point are completely unintentional. 
You didn’t choose them, it seems like they just chose you. Every time you perform a 
habit you don’t think about it, it happens, you feel a certain way, AND THEN you notice 
what you’ve done and start to judge yourself. You see this very clearly in those who over 
eat. They are enjoying themselves and not thinking twice about it until they notice that 
they are completely stuffed and actually miserable. So if habits are unintentional and I 
didn’t choose them, then who did?  

Here is where things get interesting, so hear me out on this one. Years ago, 
Neuroscientists in plenty of esteemed institutions like Harvard, MIT and Stanford 
discovered that your brain functions in a very unique way. Since there is so much 
information to process every moment of everyday as we are flooded with information via 
our senses, our mind has created a way for us to not have to think about every little thing 
during every moment. Life would be very difficult if every day we had to think about 
how to perform the simplest of tasks, like walking, talking, eating, breathing, blinking. 
Imagine what life would be like if you had to consciously remind yourself every single 
time you needed to blink.  To overcome this challenge your mind has been split into two 
parts, this visible part that you know very well and use on a daily basis to make choices 
and decisions. Then there is the invisible part that manages all the things you don’t want 
to need to think about  like breathing, keeping your heart beating, digesting your food, 
detoxing your blood, remembering how to walk talk, eat, speak and so on.  



The easiest way to explain the difference between the two parts is to have you imagine an 
iceberg. An iceberg is just like your mind because just like with an iceberg there is about 
10% of your mind that is visible, conscious, above the surface, while the left over 90% is 
unconscious, unintentional, and hidden  under the surface.  We refer to the 10% as your 
conscious mind and the 90% as your subconscious mind. Your subconscious mind is 
essentially a vast collection of unintentional habitual thoughts, behaviors, and actions, 
and the best way to really describe it is that for most people they have NO CHOICE 
about what becomes a part of their subconscious mind.  And that right there is the biggest 
part for us all to digest, that 90% of what we do and think about is completely and totally 
unintentional.  

Luckily for us, having NO CHOICE about what goes into our subconscious mind wasn’t 
a satisfactory option for us at Ultimate Results Coaching so we developed a way for you 
to do exactly that, make a choice about the habits in your subconscious mind.  

Transforming Your Habits: 
To transform your habits the first step will always be awareness. You have already 
identified your top Habits that you want to install and overwrite, the next step is 
identifying the Trigger for each of your dysfunctional habits. Identifying the trigger is 
easy, all you have to do is think back on yourself actually performing the habit. Follow 
along with this exercise as you listen so you can experience going through the process for 
yourself before you continue for homework. Close your eyes and imagine you can watch 
yourself performing this habit on a huge TV screen. You can see yourself doing what 
you’re doing and what I want you to do is realize that you can pause the video and rewind 
it as well. Slowly rewind it back to the beginning to just before when you started the 
routine. If you pause it there you should be able to figure out what is getting you to crave 
that habit. Maybe it’s an emotion you wish to distract yourself from like boredom, stress, 
anger, fear, sadness, frustration, shame, or guilt. Or maybe you are trying to fulfill a need 
like feeling loved, safe, secure, successful, generous, important, etc. Look closely and 
find the trigger to this habit. 

When you have identified the trigger, write it down.  

Now we move on to a really easy part, identifying the routine. This is the actual action 
that we perform which most of us refer to as a habit. Identify the habit in the form of an 
action routine and write it down underneath your trigger. 

The third step is to identify the Reward you receive from this habit. You created every 
habit for a reason, to fulfill some kind of need, so there is always something you gain 



from it. Write down the rewards you receive from performing this habit. What do you get 
out if? 

The fourth step is to write down what belief is created by the development of this habit. 
For example if your habit is overeating the belief that may be developed is that “I cannot 
control myself when I eat.” Or if your habit is procrastinating your important tasks maybe 
the belief would be “I never get thing done on time.” Write down the beliefs that this 
habit creates. 

With that we have all the information we need to create an Ultimate Habit. Your new 
Ultimate habit will have the same Trigger as your dysfunctional habits, but the routine, 
rewards, and beliefs will be very different.  

Write down all the possible routines you could be doing instead of the one you are 
currently doing. Choose the routine that you would like to be doing most. 

Write Down all the Rewards you’re going to get when you start your new routine. 

Write down what your new belief will be in the form of an empowering question.  

Homework Week 3: 

Identify The Triggers, Routines, Rewards, and Beliefs for each of your top 5  
Dysfunctional Habits 

Identify New Routines, Rewards, and Beliefs for each of your NEW 5 Ultimate 
habits 

Continue to practice asking empowering questions (5 per day) 

Continue Practice of Mastering Your Inner Dialogue: 

What do you need to stop vs stop stopping? 

Choose Your Trigger 

Choose Your routine 

Choose Your Rewards 

Choose your belief (empower question)  



Week 4: 
Welcome to week four. This week there is no audio, just continue to practice your 
Mastery of Inner Dialogue and transforming your disempowering habits into 
Ultimate Habits. 

Homework Week 4: 
Start Starting: Choose New Habits  

Install a new habit everyday Beginning with Mastering Your Inner Dialogue 


